INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
then eometh the devil . . . and taketh away the word out
of their hearts."
Children, too, love to close their eyes during a lesson and
see pictures. They like to try to draw scenes described from
a pupil's imagery, and the pupil has his descriptive powers
much improved by the practice, and by the contrasts between
his imagery and the drawings which, he has to admit, fit
his inaccurate words. And his fellow-pupils criticize loose-
ness in his telling.1
Visualizing is a great help in studying a foreign language.
*e We have a clearer notion of surplomber when we reflect
that it comes from sur = over and plomb = lead, and when
des rockers qui surplombent call up the picture of crags
overhanging so much that a leadline dropped over the top-
most ledge would fall clear of the sides."
" If what is described in the French is really visualized,
words will rarely fail the translator to express in English the
mental picture thus clearly formed . * . Anyone who reads
translations written by examination candidates soon per-
ceives that the chief source of weakness is the habit of
mentally registering one English word against each French
word learned "—instead of visualizing the things, that is,
"A single example will illustrate the point.    In a passage
recently set for translation  there  occurred the phrase
* dans la petite maison du garde-chasse.'   It was quite an
exception to find in the translations offered the natural
rendering, namely   'in  the  gamekeeper's  cottage.'   Most
candidates wrote cin the gamekeeper's little house,' some
even * in the little house of the gamekeeper/    Yet it is
improbable that any one of these candidates would have
spoken of a  c little house' in an English essay in which
the same idea had to be expressed." 2   Improbable that they
would have said " little house "  had they seen it, either
k  actually or in the mind's eye.
1 The Child, Vwon Dorothy T Owen, Longmans, Green.
* Translation from French, Ritchie and Moore, Camb Univ. Press, 1919.
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